
INSTITUTE NOTES
ON Friday, November 26th, at 3 p.m., Mr. D. M. Mackinnon delivered a
lecture to the Institute on "Our Knowledge of Other Minds"; while on Wednes-
day, January 26th, at 4 p.m.. Dr. A. C. Ewing lectured on "States and their
Ethics."

On the eve of going to press arrangements have been made for the Rev.
A. M. Farrer to lecture on "The Existence of God" on Friday, February 28th.

AMERICAN WAR REFERENCE LIBRARY
Members of the Institute have been invited to use the American Library "1

which has been established by the U.S. Office of War Information as a specia I 1
war reference library. This valuable collection contains basic printed data :

explanatory of all phases of American life. Every effort is being made to
secure the rapid transmittal of at least a single copy of a wide range of American
periodicals, books and documents. I t is not a lending library.

The Reading Room is located on the ground floor (Room 21) of the American
Embassy, 1, Grosvenor Square (Telephone number: Grosvenor 3422, exten-
sions 5308 and 5311).

OBJECTS OF THE INSTITUTE
The British Institute of Philosophy exists to bring leading exponents of

various branches of Philosophy into direct contact with the general public,
with the purpose of satisfying a need felt by many men and women in every
walk of life for greater clearness and comprehensiveness of vision in human
affairs.

With this broad educational purpose in view, the Institute—

(1) Provides at suitable times in the day and evening courses of lectures
by leading exponents in the more important subjects coming within
the scope of Philosophy. All branches of Philosophy are represented
—Ethics and Social Philosophy, the Philosophy of Law and of the
Sciences, of the Fine Arts and of Religion, as well as Logic and
Metaphysics and Psychology.

These lectures are free to members.
(2) Issues a quarterly philosophical journal (free to members).

v (3) Proposes to form a philosophical Library.
(4) Gives guidance and assistance to individuals in their philosophical

reading.
(5) Encourages research in Philosophy.

There are Local Centres of the Institute at Bangor, Cardiff, Liverpool,
Manchester, Newcastle and Durham, and Sheffield.

Further information and forms of application for membership
may be had on application to the Director of Studies, at University
Hall, 14 Gordon Square, London, W.C.I.

[Suggested]

FORM OF BEQUEST
I bequeath to THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF PHILOSOPHY the sum

of free of duty, to be applied to the purposes of
that Institute, and I declare that the receipt of the Honorary Secretary, or
other proper officer for the time being of that Institute, shall be sufficient
discharge for the same.
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